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Given an antisymmetric kernel K (K(t, z’) = -K(z’, zi) and i.i.d. random variates Z,, n 5 1, 
such that EK2(Z1.Zz)<~, set A, =~lhi4isn K(Zi,Zj). TV 2 1. If the Z,‘s are two-dimensional 
and K is the determinant function, A, is a discrete analogue of Paul L&y’s so-called stochastic 
area. Using a general functional central limit theorem for stochastic integrals, we obtain limit 
theorems for the An’s which mirror the corresponding results for the symmetric kernels that 
figure in theory of U-statistics. 
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1. A functional central limit theorem for stochastic integrals 
For each n, let (S nk lskst, be a mean 0 square integrable martingale adapted to ) 
increasing m-fields (9”k&=k,, and let (onk)lskGk, be a system of (perhaps degener- 
ate) random variables such that 
and such that a,& is 9”,k_l measurable for each k. Let W, = ( W, (e)),,,,~ be 
the random step function with W,,(O) =0 and with jumps X,tk =Snk -S,r.ic I at the 
points fl& : 
Suppose that W,, converges weakly t3 a standard Wiener process W with respect 
to the Skorohod topology on the spxe D = Df[O, 11, [w); write this as 
w, +D w. (1.1) 
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Under a mild supplementary condition, we establish the weak convergence 
J,,= 
1. 
F(W,,)dW,+,J= ‘F(W)dW 
I 
(1.2) 
0 0 
of the corresponding stochaitic integrals of a W-continuous nonanticipative map 
F:D+D. 
To be more specific, the hypotheses on F are these: 
F is measurable between %Z and %, 
where Ce is simultaneously the Bore1 o-field of the Skorohod topology and the 
coordinate o-field u(r, : 0 s t 5 1) of D, 
and 
{x ED: F is continuous at x} has probability one under W, 
tF(x ))@) = (Fiy ))(t) 
for any X, y ED and t E [O, l] with 
xt5)=yy(sj forallssr. 
We take 
i 
J,,(t) = FW,, dW,, =limx iFW,,;rt;)(~V,/,,(ti+,)- W,,(ti)) 
ir,! i 
ZZ c P-W” )b”k -)Xnk 
fl.,k - 1 
where the (pointwise) limit is taken over finite systems 
o=f(,<t,<- * ‘<I?, =I 
as maxl,,,& - tl. 1) + 0. Evidently J, is a random element of D. In addition we take 
J(t)= ‘~WdW=II::I:(FW)(ti)(W(ti+,)-W(ti)) 
I (1 1 I 
to be the corresponding Ito integral, which is defined since FW has bounded sample 
paths and since for each t 
FM’(t) =Ff( Wm,ntr.l,)o-_s--l)(t) 
is measurable with respect to the pre-r u-field a( W,: s s t) of W; the limit defining 
Jit) exists in probability uniformly in t, and J (by convention) has continuous 
sample paths. Although (1.2) looks like an application of the mapping principle to 
( 1.1 ), it is not, since the function 
x-, F(x)dx 
_I- 0 
is not even defined pointwise for relevant x E D. 
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For the condition to supplement (1.1) we assume either 
Condition A. Fw has continuous sample paths, and 
Iim lim sup P 1 En,k-lXZk 2 c = 0, 
C-rW n k I 
with & denoting conditional expectation given @“j, or 
Condition B. For each t in [0, 11, 
For circumstances under which (1.1) holds along with one of these conditions, 
consult e.g. [l, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 231. 
Theorem 1.1. Under the assumptions made above, ( 1.2) holds. 
Proof. Write V, for Fw,, n Z= 1, and V for I%‘. There are at most countably many 
points t of fixed discontinuity (P{V(t) # V(t-))>O) of V. Since the values our 
processes take aa t = 1 do not figure into any of the stochastic integrals, we may 
and do assume that 1 is not a fixed discontinuity of V. For convenience we further 
assume that in fact no rationals fall among these points; if this is not the case, the 
grids (pIq)oGpGs utilized below will have to be jiggled a tiny bit to avoid the fixed 
dicontinuity points. 
For each integer q ~l,letA,:D+Dbedefinedby 
F,, = A,F, 
V,,r, = A& = A,FW,, = F,W,, V, = A,V = A,,FW = F,$‘, 
J& = 
I 
* V,, d W,, J;= ‘V,dW. 
0 I 0 
Notice that Fq is W-continuous and nonanticipative. The plan is to show 
J& -+“Jf asn +W, 
J; d~J asq+co 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
in the sense that 
l~mlimsupP{s~~p~J~~(r)-J, (r,!l>~}=O 
4 ” I 
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for each E >O, and to deduce (1.2) from Billingsley’s triangle theorem (Theorem 
4.2, Billingsley [2]). 
In regard ta (1.3), note 
J&(r) = 
I 
’ Vn, dW, =mnF<, Vnqh--K~ 
0 
= wo)w”(;)+ V”(i)( w”(t) - W”(3) 
+* ’ .+v, $ ( >( W,(t)-W, lf ( )j 4 t 
for p/q d I s (p + 1 j/q. V and W being continuous at multiples of l/q, (1.3) follows 
from (1.1) and the mapping theorem for weak convergence. As for (1.4), since 
each x ED is bounded and continuous at all but at most countably many t, 
pointwise, so 
by the mapping theorem for Ito integrals (Theorem 3.4, Friedman [S]). 
Consider now t 1.5 ). One has 
where 
y,,r = r: GJ”r: 
k- 1 
with 
Cnkq = VP, (U”k -) - VW’ (Unk - 1. 
Because F is nonanticipative, V,, (crlk -) = (FW,, )(t~,,k -) depends in a measurable 
way on X”j and ct,,,, for j < k, and on (+r,k ; the same considerations apply to V,,<# (u,,k -), 
so Ckq is .F,,.k , measurable for each k. Apply Kolmogorov’s inequality to the 
submartingale IC~..~ CEkCIX”k)frl, with 
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To argue (1.6) under Condition A, note that 
mfx IGql +w~(K), 
where 
o*(X)=SUp{IX(t)--X(S)~:O~sSrtl,t-SSd} 
is the usual modulus of uniform continuity. Given that V has continuous sample 
paths, 
&v,) +D @S(v) 
asn+oo,and 
m(V)+0 
as S + 0, whence the stochastic boundedness of Ck En,kWIXik implies (1.6). 
To argue (1.6) under Condition B, let A, be the (random) measure on CO, l] 
placing masses En,k -, X’,, at the points cr,,k, and observe that 
I 
1 
2 C;?lw% IX& = 
k 
(V,,U-_)- V,,,(t-_))‘h,,(dr). 
0 
It will be enough to show 
I 
1 
(V,,(t-)- V,w(t-)I2 A,(dt) +D 
0 I 
1 
(V(r)- Vq(f)j2 dt 
0 
as n *CO, for, as already noted, the integral on the right-hand side above tends to 
0 as q + 00. Now by hypothesis, 
A, +PA 
where A (nonrandom) is Lebesguc measure on [0, 11, so 
(V~,L)+D(V,~\) 
(see Theorem 4.4, Billingsley [2]). By the extended mapping theorem (Theorem 
5.5, Billingsley [2]), it is enough to check that 
x,, -+x in D and p,, + A, 
x’,,, pELn (n a l), and x being nonrandom, and x being continuous at multioles of 1 /l,, 
entails 
But this itself results from the extended mapping theorem after assuming, as one 
may, that F, is a probability measure. and noting that 
x,(r,-)-s,,,(t”-)-tx(r)-x,~(t) 
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whenever r,, -D t and x is continuous at rf0 mod(l/q), the convergence being in 
any case uniformly bounded. 0 
As is clear from the proof, various extensions of Theorem 1.1 may be made (we 
have put off mentioning them until now in order not to obscure the argument), 
including the following: 
(i) the &‘s and W(r)3 may take values in IR’ for some r, in which case the 
stochastic integrals are defined as usual using the dot product of the integrand and 
the integrator, and Conditions A and B are applied to each of the r marginal 
processes, 
(ii) W( 1) may have an arbitrary covariance structure, in which case the marginal 
variances will have to be figured into Condition B, 
(iii) given several F’s, (1.2) holds for them jointly, 
(iv) F may depend on n, provided 
{x:x,, +x implies F,(x,) + F(x)} 
has W-probability 1, 
(v) the k,‘s may be random, and 
(vi) if there are infinitely many variates S,k in each row, to be plotted at arbitrarily 
large times, the whole affair may be recast in D([O, so)). 
We will use (i) in the next section. 
2. Stochastic area 
Let M/ = ( W(s )), ,,,, with W(s) = ( :!:z:), be a standard two-dimensional Brownian 
motion emanating from the origin. During the instant s to s +ds, the chord from 
the origin to W sweeps out a triangular region of area 
;R(s) dN(.S), 
where 
R(S)=J(UqS)+ V?(s)) 
and 
so the Ito integran c 
Au) = J ‘R(s) dN(s) = - V(s) dU(s)+ U(s) dV(S) !I J (I 
records twice the area swept out in the first t units of time. Paul Levy ([14, 151) 
studied the so-called s~oclzastic am process A = (A (t )), .-,, and found that A i,r 1 has 
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characteristic function 
77 
E eiBA(~) = E eiOrA(l) = 1 
cosh(&)’ 
-oo 8: 8 < 00, and density 
.fA(&) = ’ 
21 cosh(rra/2t)’ 
--OO <a COO. A obeys the generalized reflection principle, in that the process 
obtained from A by changing the sign of the increments of A after a stopping time 
of W is probabilistically indistinguishable from A (indeed, the Brownian motion 
N has this property, and N is independent of R). Accordingly the distribution of 
m(t) =Oitc,A(s), M(r) = sup A(s) and A(t) _-._ o=ssst 
can be written down simply in terms of the distribution of A(t); for example 
M(t) =D IA(t 
Now let 2, = (2), n b 1, be i.i.d. random vectors, with E(Z,) = 0 and Cov(Z,,) = 
I 2x2. As an analogue to A consider the discrete stochasric area process A = (A, >, a I 
with 
Sums of this type occur in physics in connection with the Heisenberg group 
{[x, y, z] E ~3’) with multiplication 
indeed 
Since 
tvhere 
and since 
[x, y, z] * [x’, y’, z’]=[x +x’, y +y’, 2 +z’-yx’+xy’]; 
i [X:-F Yi, 01~ [ : Xi, i Yi, An] * 
i-l i=l i_;l 
Sk = ,;kXi and Tk = 2 Yi, 
._ ilk 
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by the two-dimensional Donsker theorem, we obtain from Theorem 1.1 {with 
F:D([O, 13, R2)+D([0, l&R?) defined by F(“,)= (i’)) a functional central limit 
theorem for stochastic area: 
(2.1) 
In particular 
A 
- -+DA(~), 
n 
as was obtained by Guivarc’h, Keane, and Roynette [lo, p. 1511. 
The validity of (2.1) would follow from Theorem 1.1 even for certain martingales. 
We consider here a different sort of generalization of (2.1) based on the observation 
that 
where 
K((;) (;I)) =det(; ;I)=v’-yx’= -K((;:), (;)) 
is an antisymmetric function of its arguments and is square integrable with respect 
to the joint distribution of 21 and 22. In what follows we present an extension of 
(2.1) to the case of a general antisymmetric square integrable kernel K. The results 
parallel those for the symmetric square integrable kernels that figure in the theory 
of U-statistics. 
Throughout the remaining discussion, suppose that (Z, 3, p) is an arbitrary 
probability space, and let K: Z X Z --*IL! be antisymmetric: 
K(z, z’l= -KLz', z), 
and square integrable: 
i 
K’(z, z’ )p(dz)p(dz’)<rn. 
Antisymmetry forces 
Lemma 2.1. K admits an expansion as a finite or infinite series 
K(.?, . ! = y A&(Z lh,(Z’i - h,(z )gr(z’U, (2.2) 
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convergent in L&L X p), where the g,‘s and h,‘s are orthonormal in L&A), and where 
the h,‘s are positive numbers with 
2CA; = K*(z,z’)/4dz)~(dz’)<~. 
, I 
Proof. For complex f in L&A) define 
~(23 = J K( z, zW.0 or. W). \ 
T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L2(p), and iT is selfadjoint, so in L& xp) 
we may write 
K(z, z’) =C iM(zK(z’J 
r 
where the f,‘s, zre orthonormal eigenvectors of T with associated nonzero eigen- 
values ih, A, real. If f is an eigenvector, then so is fi and the corresponding 
eigenvalues are conjugate. Hence the expansion becomes 
K(z, z’) = c iA,(f,(z)~(z’)-~(z)f,(z’!) 
A,>0 
= C Wg,(z Mz’) - h,(z)g,(z’N 
A,>0 
where 
f,=g,+ih, and fi=gr-ihl 
with fr and g, real. From the orthonormality of the various f, and [, follows the 
orthogonality of the various g, and h, as well as 
Renormalization gives (2.2). 0 
Set now 
K(Z)= K(z,zf)~(dz’)=Ch,;77,~,‘z)-yYlh,(z)) J I 
(holding in L&)), where 
and put 
K2(.z)~(dz)=~A;(y;Z ++. 
r 
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Theorem 2.1. Let Z, Zr, ZZ, . U . be i.i.d. Z-random variables with distribution ~1, 
and set 
Degenerate case. If 
cT”=EEK2(Z) = 0 
then 
(2.3) 
where the A,‘s are indtipendent stochastic area processes, and the sum on the right-hand 
side of (2.3) converges uniforml;* in t, with probability one. 
Nondegenerate case. If on the other hand 
cr%I, 
then 
where W is a standard Brownian motion process. 
Comparable results for symmetric square integrable K (with E K(Zr, ZJ = 0) 
are well known in the theory of U-statistics; in the degenerate case, Neuhaus [21] 
has (2.3) with the right-hand side replaced by 
’ W,(s)dWr(s)) 
o=:rr- 1 
=(&?,!wf(t)-t)) 
r OCl_,l’ 
(C.5) 
where the 0,‘s are the eigenvalues of K (symmetric) and the Wr‘s are independent 
standard Brownian motions; while in the nondegenerate case, Miller and Sen [ 1,9] 
have (2.4) with the right hand side replaced simply by crW. As in Hall’s [13] 
treattnent of the symmetric case, it is not hard to present a single result that contains 
both (2.3) and (,2.4), but we have chosen to forgo this for the sake of simplicity. 
For ease of reference, call (A,),,1 the discrete stochastic K-area process. 
Proof. The degenerate case. Here the variates g,(Z) and h,(Z), r 2 1, have zero 
means in addition to being orthogonal. For integers 1 d (I <s s co, write 
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For s <co it follows from Donsker’s the&rem in JJz=, lR2 and the considerations 
used for (2.1) that 
whereA1,A2,... are independent stochastic area processes on [O, 11. 
Now for any 4 < s, 
is a martingale difference sequence, so by Kolmogorov’s inequality 
for c > 0. Hence 
plim lim }IY,I;l.m- Y,~~.,JJ=plianIimIIY,,;,+~.,ll=~~. 
P4.r n-r 5 ,l 
(~2.7) 
Moreover. because of (2.6), 
plim i &A, =O, 
/I I/ y.s-mr;q 
(x3) 
so E, A,A, converges uniformly in probability, and even with probability one since 
the summands are independent. Eq. (2.3) now follows from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) 
via Billing:sley’s triangle theorem. 
The not&generate case. Here K(Z) has mean 0 and, crucially, variance CT’ = 
1, A,(?: + qs ) > 0. Wr;+e 
K(? L, z ‘)=K*(z,Z’)+K(Z)-K(Z’) 
and observe that 
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for each z, so K* falls into the degenerate case. Writing Xi for K(Z~) we have 
A, = C Ktzivzj) 
lGi<jSn 
= C K*(Zi,Zj)+ c xi- 1 xi 
lsi<jSn lci<jG:-n lsi<jc-n 
=A:+ f (n_2i+l)Xi. 
i=l 
To obtain (2.4) it suffices to show that 
1 IA3 -_=max--+pO 
J n msn m 
and that 
vn +D v, 
where 
0.9) 
(2.10) 
and 
V(r)=0d:(1-2~)dWO=rr(-W(r)+SI: W(s)&), 
Now (2.9) is immediate from the martingale properties of A: and the HSjek- 
Renyi inequality: 
Moreover, because 
wh;ere 
s, = .Y, + * . .+Xi and w’,, =sI,.1, 
At 
(2.10) follows from Donsker’s theorem and the extended mapping theorem: 0 
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Our methods apply equally well to the general kernel K satisfying E K 2(21, Z-,) < 
m and E K(Z1, Z,) = 0, and we close with a few remarks concerning the extension 
of Theorem 2.1 to this more general situation. In the nondegenerate case 
ET]: Var E(K (Z1,Zz)lZi) > 0, 
. 
one gets in place of (2.4) that 
(i$)_ -.(w’(r)+~~~(W(~)-w’(s))d~)~~~~~ (2.11) 
where (Fe) is a two-dimensional Brownian motion with the same covariance matrix 
as ($$‘J, with 
K(Z) = E K(z, 2) and K’(Z’) = E K(Z, 2’). 
In the degenerate case. 
K(z, z’)=&(z,z’)+$K,(z, z’) 
=~(K(z,z’)+K(z’,z))+~(K(z,z’)-K(z’,z)) 
decomposes as the sum of a symmetric and an antisymmetric kernel, each of which 
is degenerate, and one gets in place of (2.3) that 
AhI 2- 
( ) 
+mS+D, (2.12) 
n 0=sr=1 
where S is of the form (2.5), with the 19,‘s being the eigenvalues of K,, and where 
D has the same structure as the process on the right-hand side of (2.3), with the 
h,‘s being the eigenvalues of K,. S and D are not in general independent, due to 
the possible nonorthogonality of the eigenvectors of K, from those of K,. For 
exam;)le, in the simple case Z = (5) with E(Z) = 0, Cov(Z) = I2x2, and K ((“,), (“,I)) = 
xy’, (2.12) holds with 
and 
I 
I 
D(r) = UdV-VdU=A\t), 
I) 
U and V being independent star&u-J Brownian 
obtains 
1 , -l/2 
Ee i(pSll)+eD(lb) cash*(8) + ($j _ sinh’(8)) . 
motions, and by calculation one 
Note the curious fact that the characteristic function of D (1) is the product of those 
of ji U dV and -1: V dU, even though these two variates are not independent. 
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